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Divine-Light Energy System 
What is DIVINE-LIGHT (Purpose and Benefits) 
DIVINE-LIGHT is the blissful delight presence of the Divine light Ascended Masters from the upper 
world manifested as Love and Compassion in the lower world.   

DIVINE-LIGHT removes all negative energies replacing it with love, joy, and peace raising the 
recipient’s frequency to directly connect to the Source.  DIVINE-LIGHT attunes your body activating a 
blissful balanced state of male and female Universal Healing Energy, all Divine-Light Ascended 
Masters, and Angels like Archangels Michael, Gabriel, Nuriel, and Raphael.  DIVINE-LIGHT 
eliminates all physical and emotional pain, suffering, fatigue, and tiredness while strengthening your 
male and female energies to a balanced state of enlightenment.  

The DIVINE-LIGHT raises your frequency higher than any virus, disease, or illness strengthening 
your immune system.  Your immune system is permanently fortified forever shielding you from dark 
forces.  By activating DIVINE-LIGHT, you have a direct connection to the Source. If you are reading 
this, consider yourself a “Divine Chosen One” to bring this light into the world manifesting DIVINE-
LIGHT loving compassionate service to everyone you meet.  

How to Use DIVINE-LIGHT 
Daily for 21 days perform the following:  

• Activate DIVINE-LIGHT Attunement at least 3-times per day. 
• As needed to strengthen your energy throughout the day, activate either DIVINE-LIGHT 

Cocktails for 10 to 15 minutes or DIVINE-LIGHT 50-Minute Energy-Boosters on.  
• Activate DIVINE-LIGHT Presence to be with you for all waking hours (12-15 hours). 

After 21 days continue to activate the DIVINE-LIGHT Presence to be with you at all times healing you 
and fulfilling your requests.  As you need an energy boost, activate DIVINE-LIGHT Cocktails for short 
periods of time.  Be careful what you ask for.  State exactly what you want.  

How to Receive the DIVINE-LIGHT Attunement 
In the name of the Divine-Light Ascended Masters and the Source, I activate the  
DIVINE-LIGHT Attunement for <full-name> to their highest good at 6:00 am, 12:00 pm, and 
6:00 pm everyday for 21-days.  State anything you want (physically, emotionally, or spiritually). 
How to Boost Your Energy 
I activate a <5, 10, or 15 minute> DIVINE-LIGHT Cocktail on NOW for <specific-purpose>. 
I activate a DIVINE-LIGHT 50-minute Energy Booster on; includes 10-minutes Divine-Light; 
then activate Divine-Light for 5 seconds at the top of every minute for 40-minutes. 



Daily Application Exercises 
In the name of the Source, I activate DIVINE-LIGHT Presence on to <full-name> highest good 
for <duration-of-time> at 25%, 50%, or 100% intensity.  Adjust throughout the day as needed.  
Recommend activating for all waking hours.   
For example, In the name of the Source, I activate DIVINE-LIGHT Presence on for 12 to 15 
hours to my highest good promoting a state of blissful delight. 
When focusing this DIVINE-LIGHT to eliminate specific physical, emotional, and spiritual 
events in time, you can heal yourself.  You must send this DIVINE-LIGHT directly to the event 
to raise the frequency, then you will progressively after 21 days totally remove your challenge 
from all time (past, present, and future).  You are healed at this time. 

How to Eliminate Negativity and Protect from Negativity (Being Specific) 
In the name of the Divine-Light Ascended Masters and the Source, I activate the  
DIVINE-LIGHT Protective Shield for <full-name> to their highest good using the DIVINE-
LIGHT Presence to clear out all negativity from the past <number of hours, days, years, or the 
current lifetime and/or previous lifetimes>.  Focus on removing any bodies’ negativity that is 
attached to you over the stated duration not just your own.  

Activating a Male Energy Force-field with Divine-Light and Male Energy 
Systems (Ra-Sheeba, Kundalini Reiki, Chenrezig, Avalokiteshvara, and Vril 
Force) 
In the name of the Divine-Light Ascended Masters and the Source, I activate the  
DIVINE-LIGHT RA-KUNDA Power Force-Field for <full-name> to their highest good 
activating the Ra-Sheeba, Sokaisi, Kundalini Reiki, Chenrezig Reiki, Vril Force Attunements 
and an Energy Cocktail for <5, 10, 20, 60 minutes> at <percentage magnified - 100%, 150%, 
or 200%> with a 50% continuous energy force-field for <waking hours-12 to 15 hours> fulfilling 
your every request with Love and Compassion while shielding against any negativity.   

Clearing Your Universal Matrix Record of Everything Except White Light 
(Reducing your Karma to Zero promoting Perfect Health, Prosperity, 
Abundance and an Enlightened State of Love, Joy, and Peace) 
In the name of the Divine-Light Ascended Masters and the Source, I activate the  
DIVINE-TOUCH for <full-name> to their highest good activating the Divine-Light, Ra-Sheeba, 
White Light of Creation attunements and energy cocktail to heal, cleanse, and protect for <1, 5, 
10, 20, or 60 minutes>.  
Note:  This is a very strong blend of energies, so do not use at full intensity for more 
than one hour. 
DIVINE-TOUCH automatically sends a RA-KUNDA Power Force-Field ON at 10% until 10 pm 
promoting a state of Love, Joy, and Peace while fulfilling your every request and shielding 
against any negativity.  DIVINE-TOUCH also sends a one minute DIVINE-LIGHT Blissful 
Delight Presence ON at the top of every hour until 10 pm as a periodical refreshing and 
clearing uplift into the light. 

Creating a Field of Protection 
In the name of the Divine-Light Ascended Masters and the Source, I activate the  
DIVINE-LIGHT WHITE-LIGHT Bubble of Protection for <full-name> to their highest good 
activating a field of protection for <24, 48, 72 hours or number of days>.   
Note:  It Is recommended to reactivate at least daily or as needed for protection. 
 



Manifesting a State of Enlightenment 
In the name of the Divine-Light Ascended Masters and the Source, I activate the  
DIVINE-LIGHT NARVANA ENLIGHTENMENT for <full-name> to their highest good zeroing 
out karma promoting an enlightened state of blissful Love, Joy, and Peace.   
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